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Abstract
The availability of a large number of genome sequences, resulting from inexpensive, high-throughput next-generation
sequencing platforms, has created the need for an integrated, fully-automated, rapid, and high-throughput annotation
capability that is also easy-to-use. Here, we present a web-based software application, Annotation of Genome Sequences
(AGeS), which incorporates publicly-available and in-house-developed bioinformatics tools and databases, many of which
are parallelized for high-throughput performance. The current version of AGeS provides annotations for bacterial genome
sequences, and serves as a readily-accessible resource to Department of Defense (DoD) scientists for storing, annotating,
and visualizing genomes of newly-sequenced pathogens of interest.
The AGeS system is composed of two major components. The first component is a web-based application that provides
a graphical user interface for managing users’ input genomes, submitting annotation jobs, and visualizing results. Sequence
contigs are uploaded as a multi-FASTA input file and submitted for annotation, and the resulting annotations are visualized
through GBrowse. The input genome sequences and the annotation results are stored in a secure, customized database. The
second component is a high-throughput annotation pipeline for finding the genomic regions that code for proteins, RNAs,
and other genomic elements through a Do-It-Yourself Annotation framework. The pipeline also functionally annotates the
protein-coding regions using an in-house-developed high-throughput pipeline, the Pipeline for Protein Annotation. The
annotation pipeline has been deployed on the Mana Linux cluster at the Maui High Performance Computing Center. The
two components are connected together using the DoD user interface toolkit application programming interface.
The AGeS system was evaluated for scaling of its parallel execution and annotation performance. AGeS scaled with
super-linear speedup for up to 128 processors, after which performance degraded. A 2.2-Mbp bacterial genome sequence
can be annotated in ~1 hr using 128 processors. AGeS annotations of draft and complete genomes were compared with the
original annotations from three different sources, and were found to be in general agreement with them.

1. Introduction
Access to inexpensive, high-throughput DNA sequencing technology has led to an explosion in the number of sequenced
organisms and the volume of sequenced data[1]. To date, due to the so called “next-generation sequencing” technology,
the genomes of >1,000 microbial pathogens and their near neighbors are available, and many more are being sequenced.
A genome sequence provides valuable information in terms of genomic features, such as genes that code for proteins and
RNAs, as well as the positions and numbers of tandem repeats. In addition, we can gain further insights by annotating
the functions of the proteins that the genes code for. This valuable information, gleaned from the annotation of a newly
sequenced complete genome, can help devise new strategies in diagnostics and forensics. Moreover, these annotations,
coupled with comparative genomics, can enable novel approaches to identify vaccine candidates and potentially discover
“universal” drug targets. For such downstream applications, the annotation of genomic sequences needs to be integrated,
fully-automated, rapid, and high-throughput; and for such annotation capability to be truly effective, it should also be easyto-use and readily available.
To address this need, we developed the Annotation of Genome Sequences (AGeS) software system, which was designed
as a modular and flexible platform to facilitate the annotation, storage, and comparative analysis of sequenced genomes[2].
The AGeS system is composed of a Web-based application and a software pipeline. The Web-based application enables
users to upload and store input contig sequences and the resulting annotation data in a central, customized database and users
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can visualize the annotations via easy-to-use graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The visualization of annotated sequences is
presented using the open-source genome browser GBrowse[3]. The integrated software pipeline analyzes contig sequences,
and locates genomic regions that code for proteins, RNAs, and other genomic elements through a Do-It-Yourself Annotation
(DIYA) framework[4] and Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF)[5]. The identified protein-coding regions are then functionally
annotated using an in-house-developed high-throughput pipeline, the Pipeline for Protein Annotation (PIPA)[6]. All of these
capabilities are available for bacterial genomes. Overall, AGeS provides the functionalities to: 1) store input sequences and
annotated sequence data, 2) annotate completed and draft bacterial genomes in a fully-integrated and automated manner,
3) use high performance computing (HPC) for high-throughput annotation through efficient parallelization of the various
publicly-available and in-house-developed bioinformatics resources, 4) visualize annotations using the familiar GBrowse[3]
interface, and 5) download annotated genomes in GenBank[7] format.
Several software systems have recently been developed for high-quality, automated annotation of bacterial genomes.
These include BASys[8], RAST[9], and Microbial Genomes Database Web resources[10] as well as annotation services
provided by some of the large genomic annotation centers, such as the Annotation Engine at the J. Craig Venter Institute
(http://www.jcvi.org/cms/research/projects/annotation-service/), the Genoscope’s annotation service MicroScope[11], and
the Microbial Annotation Pipeline at Integrated Microbial Genomes[12]. However, these systems or services do not provide
integrated, fully-automated, rapid, high-throughput, and readily-available capability, and some of the important features,
such as mapping to standard Gene Ontology (GO) annotation[13], are also missing. Although most annotation systems
contain components that are based on publicly-available bioinformatics programs and databases, integration of these
components into pipelines is not a trivial task for researchers without significant bioinformatics and computer science
expertise. While recently published DIYA[4] and the Genome Reverse Compiler[14] provide integrated software packages
for genome annotation, they do not enable the full use of parallel computing and lack fully-integrated and automated
visualization of annotations.

2. Methods and Implementation
The AGeS system is composed of two main components: a Web-based application that provides user-friendly GUIs
accessible via a standard Web browser; and a high-throughput software pipeline for the annotation of input genome
sequences. Figure 1 shows the overall system architecture of the AGeS system. The AGeS Web application has been
designed to control all aspects of the annotation process, i.e., input sequence management for uploading and manipulating
genomic sequences, submitting annotation jobs to the AGeS annotation pipeline at an HPC cluster, storing input sequences
as well as annotation results into a central relational database management system (RDBMS), and visualizing the annotations
in the integrated GBrowse genome browser. For uploading the genome sequences, along with the required genus, species,
and strain information, users have the option to upload the data pertinent to the minimum information about a genomic
sequence (MIGS)[15]. Internally, the AGeS Web application uses a workflow manager module to guide the entire lifecycle
of the annotation process, starting from the upload of an input sequence and ending with the visualization of the annotated
sequences.

2.1 Web Application
The AGeS system is accessible at https://applications.bioanalysis.org/ages/, and is available to the Department of
Defense (DoD) Supercomputing Resource Centers (DSRCs) users for genome sequence annotation using a standard Web
browser. The AGeS Web application has been designed as a modular application for the easy integration of future sequence
analysis modules, as they become available, and uses a workflow manager to invoke its modules. Resource-intensive
annotation tools are run on the Mana Linux cluster at the Maui HPC Center (MHPCC), which is accessed by the Web
application using the DoD User Interface Toolkit (UIT) application programming interface (API) (https://www.uit.hpc.
mil/). UIT is a Web service-based API that provides secure access to DoD HPC resources. AGeS users are authenticated
through the UIT API using their Kerberos credentials. The AGeS Web application provides GUIs for managing sequences,
submitting annotation jobs to the HPC cluster, and visualizing and downloading the annotation results. Figure 2 shows a
screenshot of the AGeS Web application, showing the sequence management GUI. When an annotation job is completed
on the HPC end, the results are automatically transferred back to the Web server and stored into the central database for
visualization and download. Upon completion of an annotation job, an e-mail is also sent automatically to the user.
The AGeS Web application was developed using standards-based technologies, which include Java (http://www.oracle.
com/technetwork/java/), J2EE (http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javaee/overview/), JavaServer Faces (JSF) (http://
www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javaee/javaserverfaces-139869.html), asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX)[16],
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ICEfaces (http://www.icefaces.org/), jBPM (http://www.jboss.org/jbpm/), and Apache ActiveMQ (http://activemq.apache.
org/). The Web application mainly consists of server-side Java codes that use JSF- and AJAX-based APIs from ICEfaces.
ICEfaces provides a rich set of user interface components, such as menus, buttons, etc., and generates updated views of
Webpages without reloading the entire page. The workflow manager module has been implemented, within the Web
application, using the jBPM workflow engine API for controlling the execution of various modules. The Web application
uses an Apache ActiveMQ server for asynchronous message passing between the modules and the workflow engine. A
PostgreSQL (http://www.postgresql.org/) RDBMS server is used to store users’ input genome sequences, annotation results,
and other job-related data. The Web application is deployed on an Apache Tomcat (http://tomcat.apache.org/) server, using
a secure hypertext transfer protocol over a secure socket layer connection for encrypting all of the data flowing to and from
the user’s Web browser.

Figure 1. Overall system architecture for the Annotation of Genome Sequences (AGeS) system

Figure 2. The AGeS graphical user interface used for sequence data management
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2.2 Annotation Pipeline
As shown in Figure 1, the AGeS annotation pipeline is composed of three modules for gene, tandem repeats, and protein
function annotations. The annotation pipeline takes assembled contiguous sequences, or contigs, as input in multi-FASTA
format files generated by high-throughput, next-generation sequencing technologies (http://www.454.com/, http://www.
illumina.com/, and http://www.appliedbiosystems.com/). First, a customized DIYA[4] framework is used to locate proteincoding genes using Glimmer[17] and RNA genes using RNAmmer[18] and tRNAscan-SE[19]. Within the DIYA framework,
the system uses BLAST[20] searches to extract coding regions from the Glimmer predictions, and to infer gene products
by transferring annotation from the best BLAST match. Next, the system finds tandem repeats in the pseudo-assembled
sequence using TRF[5]. Outputs from the different DIYA component programs and TRF are post-processed and parsed to
generate a file in GenBank format.
After annotation of the genomic regions is complete, the identified protein-coding regions are annotated using the
high-throughput protein function annotation methods implemented in PIPA[6]. One of the most useful features of PIPA is
that it exploits and consistently consolidates protein function information from disparate sources, including the in-housedeveloped CatFam enzyme profile database[21]. As an added benefit, the consolidated function predictions are given in GO
terms, which is the de facto standard for protein annotation. The protein annotation results from PIPA are included in the
GenBank file from the previous step, and are transferred back to the AGeS Web application for storage into the central
database.

3. Results
AGeS provides the capability to annotate whole bacterial genomes, including both genomic features and protein
functions. The annotation pipeline that has been deployed on the Mana Linux cluster at the MHPCC scales well and is
suited for whole genome sequence annotation. In this section, we present the results of the parallel processing performance
testing of AGeS as well as of the software validation experiments.

3.1 Parallel Performance
To assess the scalability of the parallelization of the annotation modules of the AGeS pipeline, we computed the
speedup curve for the annotation of a typical bacterial genome (Figure 3). Speedup is defined as the ratio of the time
taken by a program to run on N processors to the time taken to run the same program on a single processor, with an ideal
speedup being linear, meaning that the speedup is directly proportional to the number of processors. AGeS achieves superlinear speedup for up to 128 processors, after which its performance declines. The super-linear speedup is attributed to
faster processing achieved by fully using the processors’ local memory, and the speedup decline beyond 128 processors
is attributed to communication overhead. A 2.2-Mbp bacterial genome sequence (e.g., Staphylococcus hominis SK119,
which is an opportunistic pathogen in patients with a compromised immune system) can be annotated in ~1 hr using 128
processors.

Figure 3. AGeS performance speedup as a function of the number of processors
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3.2 Software Validation
We validated AGeS by comparing its annotations of bacterial genomes with annotations from three other sources. We
evaluated two draft genomes, Staphylococcus hominis SK119 and Staphylococcus aureus subsp. aureus TCH60, and one
completed genome, Yersinia pestis CO92. The S. hominis draft genome, sequenced by J. Craig Venter Institute (http://
www.jcvi.org/cms/research/groups/microbial-environmental-genomics/), consists of 37 contigs, and the S. aureus draft
genome, sequenced by the Human Genome Sequencing Center at Baylor College of Medicine (http://www.hgsc.bcm.tmc.
edu/), consists of 65 contigs. Both of these draft genomes were sequenced using 454 pyrosequencing technology (http://
www.454.com/). The complete Y. pestis genome was sequenced by the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (http://www.
sanger.ac.uk/resources/downloads/bacteria/yersinia.html) using Sanger sequencing technology.
The annotations for these three genomes were retrieved from the corresponding sequencing centers, and their sequences
were re-annotated using the AGeS system. Figure 4A shows a subset of the compared genomic features[2]. The total number
of annotated genes for each of these genomes was compared with the original annotations provided by the corresponding
centers. Each of the two compared annotation sources predicted similar numbers of genes. For S. hominis (Sh), we found
that 1,753 (~78%) genes were identical across both predictions. Most of the remaining genes overlapped at the start or
end positions, with only 0.2% of the predictions unique to AGeS (data not shown). For the S. aureus (Sa) genome, 2,037
(~77%) genes were identical, with only 1% of the predictions unique to AGeS (data not shown). For the Y. pestis (Yp)
genome, 2,637 (>60%) genes were identical across the 2 annotations, and another ~30% had identical start or end positions
(data not shown). Annotation comparisons indicated larger differences for the Y. pestis completed genome than for the two
draft genomes. These differences could be attributed to the more extensive studies performed in this well-studied genome.
A similar level of agreement was observed for other genomic features, such as CDSs, rRNAs, and tRNAs.

Figure 4. Comparison of gene annotations and enzyme function predictions between AGeS and the other three annotation
systems for the three analyzed genomes, Staphylococcus hominis SK119 (Sh), Staphylococcus aureus subsp. aureus TCH60
(Sa), and Yersinia pestis CO92 (Yp). A: the number of genes predicted by the original annotation centers and AGeS, with the
overlap corresponding to identical predictions. B: the number of enzymes predicted by the original annotation centers and
AGeS, with the overlap corresponding to identical predictions.

We also compared the annotations of the enzyme functions predicted by the CatFam enzyme profile database with those
provided by the other three annotation centers. Figure 4B shows the similar numbers of annotated enzymes for each of the
three compared genomes[2]. For example, for the S. hominis (Sh) draft genome, CatFam assigned Enzyme Commission
(EC) numbers for 515 genes, whereas the J. Craig Venter Institute assigned EC numbers to 565 genes, with 379 enzymes
having identical EC number annotations. In general, our results indicate that the AGeS annotations are in agreement with
the other evaluated methods both on the genomic and proteomic annotation levels.

4. Conclusion
The Web-based AGeS system described in this paper is a computationally-efficient and scalable system for highthroughput genome annotation of newly sequenced pathogens of military relevance and their near neighbors. The AGeS
annotation pipeline is fully-parallelized and is currently operational at the Mana Linux cluster at the MHPCC, where
we performed scalability tests and found that a 2.2-Mbp bacterial genome sequence can be annotated in ~1 hr using
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128 processors. Validation results indicated that the AGeS system’s annotations are in general agreement with the other
evaluated methods, both on the genomic and proteomic annotation levels. Due to significant cost reductions afforded by the
recently developed next-generation genome sequencing technologies, we expect that software applications such as AGeS
will become vital for microbial comparative genomics studies.
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